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Abstract - When lean is leveraged, system becomes flexible and agile. Faster customer service ,inventory reduction, zero 
defect, all are achieved that includes both upstream (office) and downstream (production) processes. Lean Six Sigma (LSS) 
is an effective discipline which integrates two strategies used for continual improvement by enterprise:  lean manufacturing 
and Six Sigma.  It helps  to improve process by reducing waste & improving quality simultaneously. This paper presents a 
study on the Built in Quality application at mid volume machining center of Diesel Engine Company. A complete diagnosis 
was done to identify manufacturing process problems and opportunities for improvement. Also,a Six Sigma approach DMAIC 
(design,measure,analyze, improve, control )was used to quantify opportunities, show evidence for improvement, and show 
potential benefits to be gained. Results show that with the application of LSS there is potential for the firm to reduce defects 
by almost 60 percent, reduce waste by 30 percent in last six months which suggest that LSS strategy implementation could 
be useful for mid volume machining center companies. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Six Sigma was not the first quality concept 
introduced to business. We could probably trace the 
first real attempts to polish processes to Henry Ford 
at the beginning of the twentieth century. The Ford 
assembly lines were the product of never-ending 
attempts to optimize the process. Ford didn’t stop 
with the assembly lines he also improved the product, 
sometimes with innovative new substances. American 
agriculture provided “fertile ground” (pun intended) 
for other initiatives, particularly the results of Sir 
Ronald Fisher at an agricultural station in England. 
Early versions of designed experiments led to an 
explosion of efficiency in the farming business. What 
does it take to implement continuous improvement? 
Really, little more than a commitment to improve our 
designs and processes followed by execution. An 
individual can begin implementing improvements to a 
process in as little as fifteen minutes a day, every day, 
by walking a production line, by checking an 
accounting process for waste and errors, or by 
instituting a meaningful measurement system where 
none existed before. 
 
One of the beautiful results of the technique is the 
ability to see the improvement as it begins to take 
form. Continuous improvement can also be a reaction 
to a demanding environment. Sources of demand can 
include wise executives who want to improve their 
competitive edge, direct challenges from marketplace 
competitors, and technological disruption. In the first 
decade of the twenty- first century we have seen 
Toyota overtake General Motors as the largest car 
manufacturer on the planet. Toyota spent the last fifty 
years applying tools developed by Taiichi Ohno, 
among others, to polish and improve every process  

 
and every product. The giants of quality 
improvement, Shewhart, Deming, Juran, Crosby, 
Ishikawa, Taguchi, Shingo,Ohno and others came 
from a diverse backgrounds: physics, industrial 
engineering, work in manufacturing plants, and more. 
While academic diplomas in quality exist, they are 
certainly not a requirement for participating in the 
profession. Lean Six Sigma is a rigorous, data-driven, 
results-oriented approach to process improvement. It 
combines two industry-recognized management 
methodologies evolved by companies like GE, 
Motorola, Bank of America, Xerox and Caterpillar, to 
cite a few ex- amples. By integrating the tools and 
processes of Lean and Six Sigma, a powerful engine 
is created for improving quality, efficiency and speed 
in every aspect of business. 
 
“Built in Quality ” is the foundational lean principle to 
evaluate the acceptable quality level of any process 
(good or defect); to stop a defect from being passed to 
the customer (next process); to describe the problem, 
sort and provide feedback to the causal area; to 
identify the process owner to determine the root cause 
of the defect and to fix the broken process that caused 
the defect to prevent it from recurring; and to identify 
the process owner to implement RCCA and feedback 
to impacted customer. The goal of Built in Quality is 
to stop missed defects and achieve zero rework in all 
processes throughout the extended value chain. The 
main goal of this paper was to describe the 
application of Lean Six Sigma us- ing the DMAIC 
methodology in the process of product quality control 
in the machining operation. The objective of the 
project was to improve the quality of the product by 
elim- inating or reducing the occurrence of the 
defects leading to the poor product quality in order to 
achieve the quality improvement and meet the 
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internal customer expectations. The project was 
directed to the area of control and delivery of the final 
product, which is a diesel engine crankcase. We have 
used Build in Quality Concept as the key enabler for 
our Lean Six Sigma strategy with the aim of reducing 
rework times & cost, driving First pass yield , 
reduction in DPU, with strong RCCA methods which 
are very new to the conventional manufacturing 
industries which can help them to survive in the era 
of cut throat competition . 

 
II. METHODOLOGY  
 
1. Product Validation as per Check sheets –  

The Quality operator will validate all parameters 
as per check sheet. If any non-conformance is 
observed, he raises the incident though email 
which goes to all response team. Then, 
responsible person will raise the FIR i.e., 
Investigation report which will records 
symptoms and Details. 

2. BIQ Cross Functional Team Meeting 
Cross Functional team investigate the defects in 
daily Cross Functional team meeting 

3. Visit the station and monitor the activity on 
which BIQ event is raised 
Cross Functional team visits the station and 
monitors the activity to see why defect has 
occurred. Cross Functional team uses BIQ 
investigation form to find out the Causal area 

4. Prepare RCCA and take immediate 
containment action to avoid any defect again 
The defect causal owner will do the further 
investigation to find out the root cause and 
corrective action in his area  

5. Plan permanent action 
Causal Area owner will strengthen the existing 
process by providing engineering control to 
avoid recurrence of problem, Mfg. engineer will 
decide the permanent action plan and inform to 
Cross Functional team and implement the 
actions. PCA includes activities like tools 
provision, gauge provisions, pinpoint SOP 
updates, poka-yoke implementation etc.  

6. Review PFMEA & Control plan 
Review FMEA and control plan considering the 
defect’s failure mode. 

7. Change /update the SOP  
Implement permanent action, Change or update 
SOP to strengthen the process. Update includes 
adding more detailed instruction steps, adding 
check box, providing more pictures in SOP etc. 

8. Validate change for ICA and PCA –  
To ensure the effectiveness of ICA and PCA 
validate the change. 

9. Close the BIQ Event after satisfactory results 
Inform the ICA and PCA actions to Cross 
Functional team and close the event in Cross 
Functional team meeting. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
The ultimate goal of Built-in Quality is to stop missed 
defects and to achieve zero rework or waste from all 
processes throughout the extended value stream. A 
critical principal to achieving high-quality products 
and services is to not to accept, build or ship a defect. 
By using the concept of BIQ we have moved from the 
detection of the defects and containment of it from 
ever being produced.  

 
Fig.1 Found Missed New Chart 

 
Fig.3 1st pass yield % 

 

 
Fig.5 Rework Time 
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Fig.2 Total & Repeat defect chart 

 

 
 

Fig.4 Causal Area chart 
 

 
Fig.6 Causal Area contribution chart 

 
In Figure 1,FMN chart, we saw the gradual decrease 
in found and new defects, whereas the missed defects 
is seen only in October and not after that. This chart 
shows us the type of defect and its occurrence in the 
checksheet. In Figure 2,Total and repeat defect chart, 

the repeat defects are totally eliminated in the month 
of February and March as well as the DPU is 
decreased from 0.023 in February to 0.013 in March. 
The repeat defect DPU was 0.025 in November and 
declined to 0.000 in the month of February and 
March. The total defects are minimized from 38 in 
October to 4 in March. In Figure 3,First pass yield % 
was 87.5 % which periodically increased to 98.7 % in 
March, whereas the crankcase output was fluctuating. 
In Figure 4,Causal area chart shows drastic changes 
in different sectors, mainly showing zero counts in all 
sectors. In Figure 5,Total rework time falled 
drastically from 2090 min. in October to 128 min. in 
March, the rework time/crankcase declined from 7.46 
in  October to 0.41 in March. In Figure 6 ,DPU of 
crankcase output was 13.6 in October and increased 
to 0.013 in March. The rework cost per month was 
approximately 1,833,849 Rs in October which was 
reduced 481330.3 Rs in March. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Benefits from the BIQ implementation can be 
summarized as follows: quickly move products 
through our factory lines, save time, prevent 
inventory from sitting idle and generating cash. BIQ 
and lean methodology is imperative to achieving 
enterprise excellence. The case study presents the 
way in which the Lean Six Sigma can help 
organizations to improve their processes for 
achieving zero defect and thus contribute to their 
effort to achieve the process and business excellence.  
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